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Requirements For ZClassic ZCL Mining

01 to external wallets and 001 to NH wallets in Bitcoin NH only pays you for your hashing power, so you aren't technically mining any specific coin for yourself, but relying on a market where people pay you and others for your hashing power.. Tl/Dr: NiceHash has higher fees and payout requirements, and only pays in BTC Has easy interface for newbies and a pretty good support team.. Their website isn't the easiest to navigate and there is virtually no support other than providing links to the auto-switching programs and FAQs; this is how they are able to keep their fees low.. They have lower fees and payout requirements Not as easy to use as NiceHash and virtually no support other than FAQs.. Time per Round (Pool) 7
minutes 5 seconds Est Shares this Round 18985447 (done: 86.. • No spamming or selling equipment, or anything else for that matter • If you want to discuss specific coins, please go to the sub that discusses it.. - Geocoin credits will be distributed after manual swap Geocoin mining is stopped permanently - Siacoin's difficulty rose x10 due to ASIC.

If you've got credits in normal wallet during maintenance period but want to auto exchange, move normal wallet's fund to auto exchange wallet at Monero pool's Wallet page by clicking right arrow button.. 01 BTC vs whatever the requirements are set for a given coin (e g 0 002 BTC minimum with a 0.. The advantage of MPH is that you can mine whatever coin is the most profitable or specific coins that you are interested.. g You can mine XMR and get paid in Feathercoin or Litecoin, etc) The disadvantage of MPH, is that setting up the auto-switching tools or mining specific coin (or algorithms) may require experience with writing batch scripts and using command lines interfaces.. • Other than that, welcome to this sub
Why choose MiningPoolHub over NiceHash? The concise answer to this question, is that NiceHash (NH) has a 4% fee for those who don't use NH wallets and has a higher payout of.. 21%) Next Network Block 258376 (Current: 258375) Last Block Found Time Since Last Block 10 minutes 40 seconds • These stats are also available in JSON format Last Found Blocks Block Finder Time Actual Shares 258373 anonymous 03/02 01:15:49 (UTC) 45,699,219 258371 anonymous 03/02 01:04:04 (UTC) 12,020,797 258369 anonymous 03/02 01:00:59 (UTC) 7,749,809 258368 anonymous 03/02 00:58:37 (UTC) 14,762,024 258365 anonymous 03/02 00:55:19 (UTC) 5,235,538 • Note: Round Earnings are not credited until 30
confirms.. • Make your title in posts specific (e g How do I setup auto exchange? Or My rig has 6 different GPUs, will MultiPoolMiner work on it?).. 9% (or 1 1% if you include the 0 2% fee for the auto-exchanger)) and higher payout requirements.. MiningPoolHub allows you to mine the most profitable coins, assuming you use own of the auto-switching software or algorithm ports, and you can get paid in whatever coins they offer using an auto-exchanger.. It has lower fees and payout requirements, than NiceHash If you use one of their recommended auto-switching algorithm software, you can mine the most profitable coin and get paid in one of your preferred coins (e.

You also get paid in Bitcoin The disadvantage of NH, is the higher fees (4% vs 0.. Rules of the road for the MiningPoolHub: • Do not violate any of Reddit's site wide rules.. • This sub is dedicated to MiningPoolHub's service and nothing else If you are beginning to get into mining, go to as a great place to get started.. Seems like Siacoin GPU mining is meaningless these days - If you are mining ZClassic, check out the Voluntary Miner Contribution Program.. The advantage of NH is that you have an easy to use GUI interface that takes care of benchmarking and auto-switching algorithms that are the most profitable for your hardware.. Zclassic ZCL Start Mining ZCL Zclassic HUSH K-nomp - z-nomp is mining pool
software for Zcash and Zclassic so you can create internet money in your home!Zclassic (ZCL) Mining Pool Hub I Statistics • • • • • Statistics • • Help • • • - Bittrex's Monero wallet is working well currently.

It's the best to use for new miners and those who are too lazy to research what are the most profitable coins.. Anonymous very profitable equihash solo mining pools Equihash Solo Mining Pools.. 0003 BTC transaction fee) You are also dependent on buyers for hashing power, so if your GPU doesn't have any profitable algorithms to offer hashing for or if there are no buyers of hashing power, you don't make money.. Pool Hash Rate 45,702 764 KH/s Current Difficulty 23309 Est Time per Round (Network) 2 minutes 26 seconds Est.
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